HOPE FOR HUMANITY
If aliens are so powerful why they are not attacking or destroying
Earth?If they wished they could easily destroy Earth even if we resist
with all our latest technologies.The reason is partially because it was
they who created us and they don't want to destroy us.Partially because
they are more evolved than us and believe in a higher religion and
philosophy,which considers violence as very primitive.They may be
exploiting us in a subtle level which we cannot understand,much like the
animals reared by humans won't understand any kind of exploitation
done upon them by humans.Nevertheless,just like we are engaged in a
mutually dependent relationship with plants and animals,so are the
aliens engaged with us in a mutually dependent relationship.Just like in
our relationship with plants and animals we have an upper hand,so do
the aliens have an upper hand in their relationship with us.The presence
of aliens and alien agenda puting a limit to human freedom and consider
the alien presence as a threat to humanity.Alien agenda might put a
deterministic prison upon human affairs.But this determinism is
operating at such a higher level that it won't clash with the free-will and
freedom of humans.In other words,the prison set by the aliens are so
wide that we humans will hardly feel that it is a prison or a cage.
Ancient Indian sages have hinted in ancient texts like the Vedas,the
Itihasas and the Puranas that this prison is nothing but the cycle of birth
and rebirth and the law of Karma,that takes humans to various destiny
based on the actions they perform,enjoying their freedom to chose and
their free-will.In spite of this bondage called the law of Karma and the
prison called the cycle of births and rebirths,humans continues to enjoy
freedom and free will in their life.One may argue that the cycle of births
and rebirths and the law of Karma is applicable to the aliens too.But they
seems to have a greater control over these than us.Yama is mentioned as
administrating the affairs of human souls,and in bringing them to their
destinies subjecting them to the law of Karma,and passing them through
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the cycle of births and rebirths.Indra too is mentioned as overseeing the
affairs of human soles enjoying the fruits of their good Karma.Yet both
Yama and Indra are subjected to the laws of Karma and are mentioned
as perishable and not considered as eternal entities by our
scriptures.Even their life is finite.Eventually they too undergoes the
cycle of births and rebirths and thus belong to a much higher prison!
Some of the ancient Indian Philosophies like “Adwaita” and concept like
“Brahman” too comes to the rescue of a doubtful human who may be
depressed by the thought that the aliens are superior than us due to their
ancient origins and due to their control over our affairs.Adwaita
philosophy is highly valuable in the context of aliens.This philosophy
asserts without any trace of ambiguity that the ultimate reality is
singular.Hence there are no 'them' and there is no 'us'.Hence the fear of
them is illusory and the need for the protection of 'us' from 'them' is
unfounded.Adwaita urges every thinking mind to exercise their free-will
and thus to 'seek' this ultimate truth.It says that the seeker of the ultimate
truth whether he or she be alien or human,becomes the ultimate
truth,since ultimate truth alone exists.Adwaita does not stress
upon any personal God.It considers only the following:an illusory state in which seeker(s) of ultimate truth are
subjected to an illusory construct called the universe with
all its multitude forms and a real state where the
seeker(s) identify with the ultimate truth.It urges the
seeker to seek the truth within oneself,not outside.
Hence the historical events,the miracles and the personal
Gods which are all outside phenomena does not help the
seeker to see the ultimate truth.These external entities
are part of the illusory construct called the universe
which the seeker is subjected to experience till the
ultimate truth is realized.The external entities may help
the seeker by indirectly pointing towards the ultimate
truth but focusing too much on them only increase the
duration to realize the ultimate truth.If the seeker blindly
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follow them,they only delude the seeker further giving a
much stronger experience of the illusory construct called
the universe.The real journey to the realization of the
ultimate truth is an introspective journey within ones own
self.Self-awareness is the only instrument and the only
vehicle needed for this journey.Meditation,introspection
and the knowledge of the Self is our soul refuge.This
philosophy is accessible to all sentient beings;alien or human.It was
accessible to all who are bold enough to think this far.Ancient Indian
sages had realized this philosophy in their meditations.I guess this
philosophy occurred to the sages without any alien aid.Even Indra is
mentioned as unable to grasp the significance of this philosophy.The
ancient Indian texts says that the concept of Brahman is
incomprehensible even to the Devas like Indra,who if looked from a
different angle,were the extra-terrestrial aliens of ancient India.Brahman
is the term used in Advaita and other related ancient Indian
philosophies.It represents the universal consciousness.It is impersonal
and hence not a God.It is a universal intelligence encompassing the
collective intelligence of the cosmos,which thus include human and
alien intelligence too.It is the ultimate truth.Perhaps the extraterrestrial
aliens encountered this philosophy in the minds of the ancient
sages?Perhaps they knew it already?We don't know. This philosophy is
not easily accessible to any being who are materialistic in nature and
thus becomes completely deluded by the construct called the
universe.This will be so even if they were a highly intelligent alien
race.However if an alien race is introspective like the ancient Indian
sages,sooner or later they will discover this philosophy and religion.
Thus,the concept like “Adwaita”(singularity aka non-dualism) and
“Brahman”(universal-consciousness) give humans a level playing field
with the aliens.We should also not forget that the divisions like them
(aliens) and us (humans) is itself illusory and vanish by the realization of
the ultimate truth.We are them and they are us too.Hence I feel,the
paranoia about aliens or about alien agenda,or feeling uncomfortable
about the possibility that we are created and controlled by them,are
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simply put,unnecessary.Quantum theory comes close to “Adwaita” when
it says that the observed phenomena is affected by the act of
observation.This connect the following three seemingly different
entities,viz. the observer,the act of observation and the observed into a
single whole,much like the concept of non-dualism expounded by
“Adwaita”.The search for a unified field theory or the theory of
everything is also similar to a truth-seekers search for the ultimate truth
as mentioned in Adwaita philosophy,which ultimately result in the
identification of the seeker with the ultimate-reality resulting into a
singularity.There is also a hypothesis which says that the universe is a
holograph created out of information stored elsewhere.Every scientific
theory is a jolt to common man's perception of what they consider as
real.Astronomy has torn apart the common man's perception that land
they live is flat,which turn out to be locally Euclidean parts of the
spherical surface of Earth.Advances in chemistry has proved that we are
composed of atoms containing within them mostly empty
space.Newton's gravity proved that the weight of objects is nothing but a
force called gravity.Relativity has proved that time sensation is relative
and there is no absolute time or absolute space but only a flexible
membrane called the space-time (in which we live),containing local
curvatures,which we feel as gravitation.Quantum theory has torn apart
our notion of a continuum and asserts that space and time are
discontinuous,discreet chunks.Thus,as pointed out by the Adwaita
philosophy we are endlessly marching towards understanding the
illusory nature of ourselves and our universe aka the construct that has
imprisoned us.
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